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From the editor
I feel this issue is timely as many of 
us have either started or are con-
sidering doing digital caricatures. 
The iPad opened up a myriad of 
possibilities. No longer do you need 
to tote around a box of Art Stix and 
paper. Full-color drawings can be 
completed and uploaded or printed 
in just minutes with limited mess. 

But though it solves some prob-
lems it creates new ones. Now we 
not only have to be artists but it 
helps to be computer troubleshoot-
ers and program experts as well. 
My first digital gig was a maze of 
electrical cables and connection 
wires that took days of run-through 
just to know what I was doing. And 
it was the biggest reason I put off 
doing digital caricatures for so long. 
Being a graphic designer for the 
past 20 years, I know all too well 
the things that can go wrong with 
computers. I am finally getting used 
to fielding customers’ questions 
while trying to make sure I am on 
the correct layer or am using the 
correct tool. This right-brain left-
brain stuff is such a challenge! But 
in order to stay competitive, you 
have to adapt.

iN thiS iSSUe
 
So you have finally purchased 
your iPad. So now what? Which 
stylus? Which program? This issue 
contains reviews on iPad programs 
and styluses. Also some iPad 
alternatives. 

But computers are merely tools 
that can help us with our craft. 
Solid drawing skills are needed 
to be successful. Vince Altamore 
shows us how to use that tool to 
the best of its ability. Find his step-
by-step starting on page 9. While 
Michael White and Paul Gaunt give 
us some direction on basic drawing 
and getting a likeness.

Also find info on the upcoming 
annual convention as well as two 
minicons this summmer, one in Ko-
rea, the other in the Netherlands.

The showcase section is a little 
small this time around. Perhaps 
some of you are holding out until 
the next issue when we choose 
the cover from all of the showcase 
entries. Be sure to read through the 
guidelines on page 28 to prevent 
your piece from being disqualified. 
Please note that previous winners 
are ineligible to win, but can still 
participate.

Debbie “debbo” Burmeister 
Exaggerated Features  
Editor/Art Director 
efeditor@caricature.org

the cover
After seeing Nolan Harris’ clean iPad style, I knew that he would 
be perfect to do the cover of this issue. I told him that this issue 
would have a mostly digital slant and he ran with it! Featuring 
Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock from the Star Trek reboot, Nolan’s 
cover was drawn on the iPad using ArtStudio with final composit-
ing finished in Photoshop. Also check out his review of his top 
five iPad drawing applications on page 6. 

Caricature by Kira Layli
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Hello, Everyone!!

Welcome to spring, and to another 
AMAZING issue of EF! Spring is typi-
cally a time of change: Change of weath-
er, change of scenery…a time of renewed 
vigor. The ISCA Board of Directors and 
I recently oversaw a BIG change…to our 
website. For various reasons, we have 
decided to part ways with our old service 
provider. BUT…in order for us to switch 
web hosting companies, we had to first 
back up the old data and move it onto 
the new server. This required a complete 
shutdown of both our website AND our 
forum for a few days. So if you tried to 
log onto caricature.org sometime in late 
January/early February and had no suc-
cess…now you know why. This caused 
quite a bit of confusion among everyone, 
especially our members who tend to 
be the most active online. Fortunately, 
we still had our Facebook group page 
(which NEVER seems to go offline and 
is always buzzing with activity) to fall 
back on, in order to help spread the word 
to everyone and let them know just what 
was going on. Many thanks to ALL of 
you for your patience with us during this 
critical time!

Dan Almariei, our Webmaster (and Sec-
retary), is, without question, the hero of 
this story. Dan worked tirelessly to make 
this change happen. He was tinkering 
away in the wee hours of the morning, 
bleary-eyed and wired on caffeine, for at 
least a week straight. And he diligently 
kept all of the board members informed 
of his progress via email, so we all knew 
just what was happening and when. 
Dan worked very closely with Tracey to 

retrieve passwords and run tests to make 
sure everything was working before 
going back online. So, while there are 
still some bugs to be worked out, almost 
everything is now back to normal, under 
our new web hosting company, Exabytes! 
Bravo, Dan!!

All this talk of technology and change 
brings us to the content of this beautiful 
magazine you now hold in your hands. 
It’s no secret that the world we live in 
has become increasingly digital. We hu-
man beings are dependent on things like 
laptops and smart phones. They’re part 
of our daily lives. There was a time—not 
too terribly long ago, I’m ashamed to 
admit—that I thought I would NEVER 
have a need to even own a computer, let 
alone use it every day. Now, of course, 
my opinion has completely changed. 
Some of us may have felt—at one point 
or another—that the idea of using digital 
technology to aid in the creation of art 
was simply laughable. Now, obviously, 
THAT idea has been proven wrong. Not 
only CAN it be done, but there are a 
myriad of tools to choose from to create 
whatever your heart desires. But the 
downside of technology is that it quickly 
can become archaic and outdated, be-
cause it keeps CHANGING.

Many of the articles in this mag will give 
you some insight into just what tools are 
available to the professional artist work-
ing today. Whether you want to whet 
your appetite before taking the plunge, 
head-first, into the digital realm, or 
whether you simply want to impress your 
peers by being the first kid on the block 
to own a new toy, there is something 

here that will likely pique your inter-
est. You’ll see reviews of new products 
(so you can think before you shop), and 
demonstrations of existing products, put 
to use by some of ISCA’s finest. And, if 
you find yourself shaking your head and 
feeling like the machine has replaced 
the artist, NEVER FEAR! Gene Rod-
denberry taught us with “Star Trek” that 
every piece of technology MUST have 
humanity at its core. Be sure to check 
out the articles here which focus on good 
old-fashioned DRAWING!

So sit back, grab yourself a tasty bever-
age, and prepare to be WOWED!! You 
will ADORE this issue!!

Lorin Bernsen 
President 
International Society of 
Caricature Artists

Letter  

    the Presidentfrom
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Australia 8
Austria    1
Belgium  4
Brazil   4
Canada  24
Denmark 1
England   2
Finland   1

France  2
Germany  3
Great Britain 6
Greece  1
Hong Kong 1
Ireland 1
Italy 2
Japan  25

Malaysia 1
Mexico 1
Netherlands 7
New Zealand 1
Philippines  1
Poland  1
Republic of Ireland  1
Singapore 5

South Korea 2
Spain  10
Sweden 1
Switzerland 1
Taiwan  2
United Kingdom 10
USA                        318

ISCA MEMBERSHIP as of 3/24/2013 • 488 Members representing 31 countries (as listed on member enrollment)

Where: Hotel La 
Reine, Eindhoven, 
The Netherlands.

What: Seminars, 
workshops, guest 
speakers, Artfight.

CARICATURE EXHIBITION 
IN SEOUL

When: June 27-July 29, 2013
Where: Best Gallery, Sejong Museum of Art
Prize: Grand $5,000/ Gold $3,000/ Silver $2000/
Bronze $1,000  

FREE ISCA professional membership 
for 1 year to the top 4 winners

• We will choose around 200 artworks and cover 
costs for framing, quality
photo printing, pamphlet, and catalog.
• Choose a subject from the list of 100 celebrities 
(see website)

www.caricatureinkorea.com

ASIA CARICATURE 
MINICON IN SEOUL

When: July 8-12, 2013
Where: Seoul Human Resource  
Development Center
(Hotel will be fully paid for by the Seoul Metro-
politan City Government)
Convention fee: $180 (until May 30),  
$200 (until June 30), $220 (at the door)
Minicon to be held in conjunction with the exhi-
bition. All prices listed are in US dollars.

Facebook page: ISCA KOREA

Visit  http://eindhovenminicon.blogspot.com  for more information



 
November 17-22, 2013 
Tradewinds Island Grand Resort  
St. Pete Beach, Florida

Featuring Guest Speaker  
Jota Leal 

Join Us Again In Sunny Florida for the 

22nd Annual 
ISCA Convention!
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Registration is now open!
ISCA members can register at http://www.caricature.
org/caricature_convention_registration.php  Simply select 
the number of members and guests you’d like to register, and 
click “Pay Now”.
You’ll be directed to PayPal, a fast, free, and secure method 
of payment. You can pay with MasterCard, Visa, American 
Express, or Discover!

You can also pay via check or money order.
Send check payments to:

ISCA
922 W Drayton
Ferndale, MI 48220
USA

Registration Information
$ 195 USD Early registration (until 11:59pm on Aug. 31, 2013)
$ 250 USD Regular registration (Sept. 1, 2013 - Nov. 1, 2013)
$ 295 USD Late/onsite registration (Nov. 2, 2013 or later)

$160 USD guest registration (regardless of registration date]
Guests receive access to the main ballroom, ice breaker, 
welcome breakfast and banquet. Does not include seminar 
entrance.  

Day Pass- Monday - Thursday  $60
Day Pass holders receive entrance to the seminars and  
ballroom, on the day that the pass is valid.

Day Pass- Friday only  $100
Day Pass holders on Friday, 11/22 receive entrance to  
seminars and to the Awards Banquet.

Friends & Family Pass $20
Allows the guest of a paid member entrance into the ballroom 
for the day of the pass only. Must be escorted by the ISCA 
member at all times.

Gold Member- VIP Guest Pass $25
ISCA Gold Members may purchase a guess pass to  
the VIP Event.

ISCA CONVENTION REFUND POLICY
100% of your registration fee will be refunded  
if you cancel by 9/1/13
75% of your registration fee will be refunded  
if you cancel by 10/1/13
50% of your registration fee will be refunded  
if you cancel by 10/15/13

*You also have the option to carry over your registration fees-  
to the 2014 convention by contacting the ISCA Manager.

Airport Info
The Tradewinds Island Grand is easily accessible  
from three (3) major airports:
St. Petersburg/Clearwater International Airport (PIE)  
about 30 minutes from resort
Tampa International Airport (TPA)   
about 40 minutes from resort
Sarasota-Bradenton International Airport (SRQ)  
about 50 minutes from resort
SuperShuttle services all three airports.  
www.supershuttle.com
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Hotel Information
Tradewinds Island Grand Resort
5500 Gulf Boulevard,  
St. Pete Beach, FL 33706 USA

Call the Group Reservations Department:  
800-808-9833 and mention ISCA for your 
discounted rate! Or reserve online at  
www.justletgo.com/isca.aspx (No promo 
code is needed -just select your dates 
and click “check rates”) Make your room 
reservations by Thursday, October 10 to get 
the ISCA discounted rate! Room  
rate is available for 3 days prior and 3 days 
after the convention.

The ISCA/Tradewinds Resort 
package includes:
• $124/night rate for Hotel Parlor Rooms. 
All parlor rooms include wet bar with mini 
fridge, microwave, coffee maker, toaster, and 
mini-bar; hairdryer, iron/board. 
• 20% Food & Beverage discount card, good  
at all 14 bars/restaurants at the resort
• Wi-fi in guest rooms and common areas, 
Daily coffee and local newspaper, Domestic 
in/out faxes,  
Use of the Business Center, Use of fitness  
center and tennis courts, Beach Cabana  
(1 per room) Miniature Golf & Paddleboats 
and more.
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For the past 15 years, making the transition into a “digital caricaturist” has been an extremely 
time consuming and costly venture. The technology involved was very expensive, and it 
seemed like something better and more advanced was always creeping around the corner. 
Many of us rejoiced once the Apple iPad hit the mainstream. Never before has a piece of equip-
ment been so versatile, portable and affordable. Now that the iPad has been on the market for 
four years, a ton of new and exciting drawing apps have been making appearances. As of right 
now there are over 25 different drawing/painting apps on the market. There is something for 
everybody! I have spent the past two years and many restless nights researching and studying 
these drawing apps and have compiled my Top 5 list for your pleasure! 

5. Artrage- $4.99

ArtRage is an app that is very much tailored for the “Artist’s 
Artist.” It is not built for speed and definitely cannot be used 
effectively in a live environment. ArtRage DoES have a ton 
of really cool features. The brush panel has detailed photos 
of every drawing tool, each of which can be modified to 
fit your needs. Each drawing tool does a very good job of 
simulating its natural predecessor, but sometimes there can 
be a bit of a lag during strokes. The most effective tool in 
ArtRage is the “Watercolor Brush.” This brush will simulate 
watercolor blending and will give your color a very naturalis-
tic appearance. 

Cool features include: 
Script recording- you can record your process and import it 
onto your desktop in video format.
Custom Canvases- Before you start a project, you can 
modify the canvas texture. 
Layers- A “must have” for any digital artist.
Photo reference feature- Easily import a small reference 
photo onto your canvas.

Cons:
Low Pixel Count- The maximum pixel ratio is 768x1024, 
which means your artwork will experience pixilation if printed 
larger than 5x7. 
Lagging- These brushes have a ton of detail. unfortunately 
this slows the app down a bit and your drawing strokes feel 
very unnatural.
Controls- The controls are pretty complicated and take a 
while to figure out.

There’s an App
 for That!

by Nolan Harris

Nolan’sTop 5 Drawing 
Apps for iPad Caricatures
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4. Sketchbook Pro- $4.99
Sketchbook Pro has consistently been the “go to” for many 
digital artists on iPad. Most artists whom I know who aren’t 
caricaturists cannot say enough good things about Sketch-
book Pro. This is an app that has been used in the live-digital 
environment before but will definitely slow things down a bit. 
The controls in this app are gesture based and rely heav-
ily on complicated finger movements to make simple things 
happen. There are a variety of brushes available that glide 
very smoothly and feel very natural. There are many coloring 
options available, but since there are no gradient options or 
bucket fills available, blending color is mandatory and can be 
time consuming. 

Cool features include: 
Mirroring- Draw one half of the face and the other half will be 
duplicated instantly.
Brush Selection- There are more brushes than you can 
shake a stick at!
Pressure Sensitivity- If you have a pressure sensitive stylus, 
it can easily be synced with this app.

Cons:
file Memory- The more pixels you require, the fewer Layers 
you are given. Ex: 1800x2400= 4 Layers
Gesture Controls- Modulating your line width and opacity 
can get pretty complicated.
No fill or Gradient- Coloring could take a while without these 
tools.

3. Procreate- $4.99

Procreate is a pretty amazing drawing app. The strokes in this 
app are seamless and the brushes look as close to the real 
thing as you can get. The controls are extremely easy to get 
used to with the incorporation of Size and Opacity sliders. The 
simple and easy to understand design of this app makes it 
extremely easy to get the hang of, which is why Procreate is 
ideal for live-caricatures.

Cool features include: 
Canvas rotation- The ability to rotate your canvas during the 
drawing process.
Pressure Sensitivity- Definitely has the best pressure sensi-
tivity on the market.
Layer Properties- Each layer can easily be modified with the 
tap of a button.
Big Project/More Layers- You don’t have to sacrifice layers 
when working on a large project with a high pixel count.

Cons:
Pen Quality- Most drawing apps can simulate a marker 
stroke fairly easily. Not so much with this app.
No Gradient or fill- Better start working on your blending!
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2. Sketch Club- $2.99
Sketch Club is an app that is constantly evolving and just keeps 
getting better and better. The controls are easy to understand 
with the incorporation of sliders. The pen and brush options are 
second to none. I especially enjoy having the ability to record 
my process directly from the app. you can even incorporate mu-
sic, edit the speed of your video and upload directly to youTube! 
Sketch Club is also the only app to incorporate an online artist 
community, much like DeviantArt, where you can see the work 
of others and even comment and critique! 

Cool features include: 
Canvas rotation- You do not realize how much a difference this 
makes until you utilize it while drawing.
Live Stream Chatting- you can chat with fellow artists while 
drawing!
Smoothed Pen- Easily smooth out your line-work for a cleaner 
appearance.
Vector- you can incorporate beautiful shapes easily to create a 
very quick and simplistic caricature.

Cons:
No Fill or Gradient- For many live-caricaturists, this can be a 
deal breaker.

1. ArtStudio- $4.99

In my opinion, this app is the ultimate drawing tool for any artist. 
ArtStudio has taken all of the qualities that make Photoshop so 
great and translated them for the iPad. The line-work is very clean 
and smooth, which is perfect for artists that have been trained with 
marker. you can create custom brushes and color palettes with ease. 
If you want to add a little extra flair to a piece, you can even incor-
porate many of the filters normally found in Photoshop. This app will 
always be my go-to for any live and commissioned caricature work.

Cool features include: 
Custom Brushes- You can easily create your own brushes to fit 
your drawing needs.
Lasso Select and Magic Wand- If you use Photoshop regularly, you 
know why these tools are so important. The incorporation of Gradi-
ents and Bucket Fill make this app great for coloring a caricature.
filters- Easily transform your drawing into another medium!
online forum- Is there a feature missing in the app? Let the devel-
opers know directly via the online Forum. It’s just a tap away!
Tutorials- If you are a beginner and want to know a little more about 
how to tackle a digital caricature, the app has a direct link to 2 of my 
caricature tutorials.

Cons:
Crashing- ArtStudio takes up a ton of memory while drawing. Save 
your work regularly!

Nolan Harris is the co-owner of the caricature retail/event entertain-
ment business Over The Line Art, in the delightfully damp city of 
Seattle. When he is not blankly staring at the Space Needle from his 
caricature stand, he also travels the country, drawing digital carica-
tures at trade shows.  
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ISCA recently asked artist  
Vin Altamore to contribute a 
step-by-step on his approach 
to digital painting.

Farewell  
 to ed

My first task, of course, is finding good reference. I prefer very high-resolution images, since I love 
getting lost in detail. Sometimes you need to settle though and do the best with what you can scour up. 
I decided to do a piece on the late Mayor Ed Koch and found a few fairly decent images but it seems 
the one that caught my attention wasn’t as crystal clear as I like. 

How’m I Doin’
by Vin Altamore
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My scanner is an Epson V600. It’s fast and pretty reliable. I set 
the image for grayscale at 400 dpi and the scan goes directly into 
Photoshop. I will make some of my initial adjustments to the rough, 

cleaning up the sketch and increasing the canvas size. This stage 
is probably the only time I’ll add more layers, which allows me to 
put the line art layer in multiply mode. (images 3, 4, 5, & 6).

I will always start with a 
traditional sketch. It’s just habit. 
And using a pencil is always 
more comfortable for me at 
this stage. I try to get some 
basic shapes and have a fair 
amount of likeness with this 
rough sketch, and if I think it’s 
something I can work with, I’ll 
scan it into Photoshop. (images 
1 & 2).

1 2

3 4

5 6
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once I have my canvas enlarged, and have changed the line 
art layer to Multiply, I begin to tighten up the sketch. I’m still 
really not concerned about the drawing being perfect since 
I know I can always make adjustments during the painting 
process. Just another note: I think most of you have seen my 

more finished pencil renderings. I use this method for creating 
a sketch that I then print and either use with a light box or under 
a piece of tracing paper to serve as a starting point for the 
drawing. (images 7 & 8)

Now that the sketch is at a point where I can start painting, I’ll 
reduce the size of my document to 300 dpi and change the 
mode to RGB. (images 9 & 10) This is where I’ll add a color to 

my background (it will vary with each piece), and at this point I’ll 
add another layer between the Background and Sketch where I 
can lay in some initial color. 

I’ve included an image of the brush I work with since I always 
get questions about that. You’ll see number 56. That particular 
brush was included in a Digital Painting Tutorial book authored 
by Don Seegmiller entitled “Character Design & Painting / The 
Photoshop CS Edition.” I use it for my block-ins and my refining 

and texture work. Well, it’s the only one I use actually…so 
thank you, Don Seegmiller! (image 11) After I’ve washed in 
some color in the middle layer, I’ll flatten my document. (image 
12) At this point I treat the digital painting as if I were using a 
traditional medium. I work in an Alla Prima method at this stage 

7 8

9 10

11 12
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and because my reference photo doesn’t have the detail I prefer 
it will most probably stay that way.

My palette comes from my reference photo, continually 
sampling the image but also not locking myself into it. Since 
I’ve never had any real formal training, I look extensively at the 
paintings of many traditional realist painters working today (and 
of course Old Masters) attempting to teach myself how they use 
color in their figure and portrait work. (images 13, 14, & 15) So 
basically that’s it. From this point on, I’m just painting, building 
layers, adding texture and still making adjustments in the 
original drawing.

As always, all the best…you’re all an inspiration!

Vin Altamore’s earliest memories of drawing go back to 3 years old 
making images of fish in crayon under his parents furniture...and 
although the mediums have changed, he hasn’t lost his enthusiasm 
for the pure joy of making art. He now lives and freelances in Northern 
New Jersey along with two beautiful females, one with a lot of fur and 
one without. His work can be found at http://vincentaltamore.blogspot.
com, http://vincentaltamoreillustration.tumblr.com and numerous 
shady Russian sites that offer links to download his “beautiful artwork.” 
He can be reached at caricature@altamore.com . 

13 14

15 16

17 18
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for more than 10 years now i’ve been work-
ing as a live digital artist. i have been using a 
Wacom 17" monitor and Painter Classic, the 
oldest version which only runs under Macos 
9. i like a very natural “sketchy” style and 
Painter is the perfect software for this.  

                                 diGitAL
Marion Van de Wiel shares how she manages to keep the spark alive in her digital 
drawings just as she does in her traditional caricatures.

by Marion van de Wiel

Lively
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Studio work 
When I make a caricature I start by drawing 
the outlines  with the “scratchboard tool” and 
then I colour the drawing, using a watercolour 
brush.  

In Painter Classic there are no layers, but this 
“problem” can easily be solved by drawing the 
lines first and then adding the watercolour. 
This watercolour doesn’t erase the lines, it just 
leaves them as they are, AS IF there is a layer. 

you might ask: why use this prehistoric soft-
ware? Well, I have never found a program with 
the same pressure sensitivity and beautiful 
brushes as Painter Classic. I have bought an 
old MacMini just to be able to keep working 
with this software. I love it! 

Diving into live digital
In october 2011 I started my career as an iPad 
caricaturist, merely because a client asked for it.  

I must say it was very challenging for me to 
start drawing on a new device.

first: an iPad is so much smaller than a 
Wacom Cintiq. I didn’t feel comfortable with 
this size. Second: the styluses are so clumsy 
with their broad tips. Third: there are so many 
different drawing apps. Which one would suit 
me best? I just bought them all to be able to 
make a comparison.  Right now I have on my 
iPad: Sketji, SketchBook, ZenBrush, ArtStudio, 
Auryn Ink and Procreate.  

For me it was very important to:

1. be able to make a caricature that has a 
natural and sketchy style. 
2. work in layers. 
3. scale and zoom and 
4. work with colours. 

After a few hours of doodling with all the dif-
ferent apps I found that SketchBook suited my 
needs best. The colours and brushes are very 
natural, like sketching on paper. 

How do i work? 
I use two layers in Sketchbook. I start making 
a b&w line sketch in the top layer. Because I 
also still work as a “traditional” artist  (14 x 20 
inch paper) I usually make this sketch too big. 
So there’s always a point where I start scaling 
a bit. I do the colouring on the bottom layer, 
which usually goes fast and not very accurate. 
This lack of accuracy, however, keeps the 
liveliness in the caricature.  

My speed  for both methods is about 8 or 9 
caricatures per hour. 

When comparing these two methods, I must 
say I have developed a preference for working 
with the iPad, because the fingertip sensitivity 
makes it so easy to scale. As I said before, I 
don’t care much for  making ‘clean’ carica-
tures. of course I can only speak for myself 
and I think every person should find out for him 
or herself what he or she likes best. 

Marion van de Wiel is a live caricature artist 
living in The Netherlands. She won a Bronze 
Nosey at the ISCA convention in 2007 in 
Reno. You can see more of her work at www.
sneltekenaars.com (dutch) and marionvandew-
iel.blogspot.com (english)  

                                 diGitAL



A Matter  
              of Stylus

by Lar de Souza

The Apple family of products has never embraced active digital 
interfaces. The capacitive touch technology necessitates a larger 
surface contact, and this provides a problem of precision and 
supplies zero pressure sensitivity. The only advantage to early 
styluses was that they didn’t leave fingerprints on the glass. 
My testing regime for each pen was to draw a variety of short 
strokes, long strokes, letter forms and curved shapes and attempt 
to match up lines as my “warm up” with these styluses. When test-
ing them, I try them in Zen Brush, Art Studio, and Bamboo Paper 
on my iPad1. Then I take about a half hour to an hour to draw a 
cartoon in Art Studio.

Basic rubber Tip 

The most popular option for 
styluses are ones that use a 
rubbery tip. Not all tips are 
the same by a long shot! The 
Wacom Bamboo is a favorite 
of many artists (including me) 
for it’s bouncy response and 
low friction when drawing 
(www.wacom.com/en/prod-
ucts/stylus/bamboo-stylus). 

If you prefer a little more drag 
to your tool, a good Targus 
pen may serve you better. 
Pogo also makes a couple of 
good options, with the Pogo 
Sketch or Sketch Pro, which 
are longer models that fit the 
hand better than the stubby 
“golf pencils” (tenonedesign.
com).

I’m also fond of the AluPen, 
which had a fatter hexago-
nal body, like a big crayon. 
I find it very comfortable in 
my meaty man paws. The 
tip of the AluPen is very 
nice. Slightly firmer than the 
Wacom but as responsive for 
drawing. (www.just-mobile.
com/ipad/alupen.html)

It is a very exciting 
time to be a digital 
artist! There was a 
time, not long ago, 
when it was difficult 
to find a decent sty-
lus for your tablet de-
vice, let alone have 
more than one option 
for a tablet to work 
with. Now we face 
a wealth of choices. 
For the casual point 
and swipe user, any 
of these will work as 
well or better than 
your fingertip. But as 
artists we prefer a 

little more control. 
As with any tool, 

your mileage 
may vary. 



The Pogo Connect is another Blue-
tooth 4.0 solution. I’m leery of this 
pen since it only promises “hundreds” 
and has the same large rubber tip as 
any other non powered stylus, which 
defeats the goal of precision. It is pow-
ered by a single AAA battery. An added 
benefit is a free app which allows you 
to track your pen if you misplace it! 
(Tenonedesign.com)

The ifaraday substitutes the rubber tip with a con-
ductive mesh. This gives it a very nice glide across 
the screen. The company was an early leader in 
the stylus market and has a number of models and 
colours available to choose from at a range of afford-
able prices. They tend to be a nice, long, comfortable 
length and very lightweight.  (www.ifaraday.com)

Kickstarter 
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Precisely my point 

The More/real Stylus Cap was an early 
Kickstarter which replaces a Sharpie or 
Pilot pen cap with a stylus tipped cap. I 
found this tip very firm with a high drag. 
For basic stylus usage, light notetaking 
and app manipulation, I think this is a fine 
stylus. It’s a great company that you can 
order replacement tips from if one wears 
out, meaning that there will be less over-
all heading to landfills. As I tend to have 
a Sharpie in my computer bag when I 
travel, this is a handy addition, but I can’t 
see myself using it on any regular basis. 
(more-real.com)
The Cosmonaut was another Kickstarter 
success with a body shaped to model af-
ter a fat marker body. While comfortable 
to hold, it has a solid silicon tip that gives 

it an advantage of creating a superb 
drawing angle experience, but the tip 
itself demonstrates a poor response time. 
It needs a fairly firm pressure to register, 
and lighter strokes and taps often fail to 
register. (www.studioneat.com/products/
cosmonaut)
The Estylo was an interesting experi-
ment in conductive wood. This very pen-
cil-like stylus feels like a nice art pencil 
but instead of a tip has an angled edge 
that must be held in contact with the 
screen to register. If you naturally fall into 
that drawing angle it’s fine but there is 
very little room for varying your drawing 
angle and it was easy to lose contact with 
the screen. (www.plai.tv)

The oStylus, Adonit Jot and GoSmart 
are styluses that offer a better degree of 
precision due to their tip solutions.
The oStylus features a round disk with a 
empty center, meant to give you a cross 
hair to view the cursor in the center. In 
practical use though, this is less than 
ideal as the disk partially obscures the 
lines drawn. Still it’s very responsive 
and does deliver a slightly more precise 
experience. (ostylus.com)

The Adonit Jot has a clear plastic disc 
balanced on its tip. The disc swivels 
freely, offering a great drawing range, 
and when it works, it works great. 
Unfortunately the discs aren’t always 
as conductive (due to a manufacturing 
error), but the company appears to have 
addressed that issue by now. Still the 
disc can lose contact with tip from time 
to time, making the experience incon-
sistent. once again, your mileage may 
vary. They are widely available in a great 
range of colours.  (adonit.net)

Pressure sensitivity 

The GoSmart is the latest (and my favourite) con-
ductive stylus. It employs a Teflon-coated wire tip, 
molded into a short springy disc shape. The wire is 
all but invisible as you work, providing minimal visual 
distraction, and allows for the best precision I’ve yet 
experienced. The metal tip also appears to be most 
responsive material. Some may not trust the wire to 
not scratch the glass but it must be remembered that 
tablets and phones now use Gorilla Glass, which is 
a high-tech solution that makes it nigh impervious to 
casual scratches and marks. The tactile experience 
is quite different from rubber tips and may not be for 
everyone. (justgosmart.com/)

Finally, there are three high-tech options 
for ioS that promise pressure sensitiv-
ity. All three are supported by most of 
the popular art apps and require you to 
activate them in the individual settings for 
each program. Full Disclosure: I stopped 
using the iPad as soon as I got my Sam-
sung Note 10.1, so it’s quite possible that 
updates to drivers and programs have 
fixed any issues I may list here.
The Adonit Jot Touch is a Bluetooth 4.0 
solution (meaning it doesn’t work with 
older iPads so I haven’t had a chance to 
extensively test it). It charges with a USB 
cradle and promises over 2000 levels 
of sensitivity. Since it’s Bluetooth, you 
are not allowed to use it on airplanes.  
(adonit.net)

The Jaja by Hex3 is powered by a single AAA 
battery and uses a sonic interface. Theoretically 
this pen operates at a frequency that should be 
unaffected by environmental noise and is safe to 
use on airplanes. In practice I found my experience 
inconsistent and the signal frequently dropped, 
causing the line to skip. Whether this was due to 
sound, or possibly my hand blocking the sensor I 
could not determine. The pen features 1024 levels 
of sensitivity. (hex3.co/products/jaja)   



As digital artists go, I’m someone who tries 
to squeeze every ounce out of my software 
and hardware.

With the dawn of the iPad, I felt my dream 
of a “Star Trek sketchbook” was near. unfor-
tunately, capacitive interfaces are clunky and 
imprecise. It is possible to do good work on 
them, but the tablet only allowed for so much 
in terms of file size and processing power. 
Tablet PCs like the ASuS Eee Slate are full 
desktops but also heavier, expensive and 
lack battery power.

The announcement of the Samsung Galaxy 
Note 10.1, with Wacom’s active digitizer 
technology behind its S-Pen was a dream 
come true. Unfortunately, reviews quickly fell 
into two camps. The “It’s not an iPad” reviews 
and the “It’s an awesome Android tablet 
and oh-yeah-it’s-got-a-built-in-stylus.” Even 
Samsung’s own keynote failed to really show 
what it was capable of.

Some definitions: Capacitive touch (which 
is what the iPad and most touch interfaces 
use) relies on the electrocapacity of the body 
to power the contact. That’s why using your 
finger or a rubber-tipped stylus is so impre-
cise. you need a minimum surface area for 
contact. If you’ve ever tried to click on some-
thing with just your fingernail, you’ll remember 
it doesn’t work. It also precludes anything like 
pressure sensitivity.

The S-Pen is an active digitizer. Wacom’s 
Penabled technology uses low-frequency RF 
to connect with the screen, which is why the 
stylus requires no battery, why it can be so 
precise as a pen tip and why it can provide 
pressure sensitivity. The hardware in the pen 
itself is reacting to your pen pressure and 
transmitting that to the device. A capacitive 
stylus has no interior hardware.

(Note: Wacom Penabled Styluses are dif-
ferent than their regular tablet stylus. The pen 

from Intuous or Cintiq tablets will not work 
on the Note 10.1, but the stylus from the 
Fujitsu Lifebook or the ASUS Eee Slate will.)

Regarding pressure sensitivity: Quite sim-
ply this means that if you press harder, your 
stroke will become thicker and/or darker. 
Being able to control the stroke of a pen 
or pencil or brush is what artists do. 1024 
levels isn’t just a gimmick, it’s an industry 
standard in digital art. The best Wacom de-
vices on the market now boast 2,048 levels, 
which is almost as sensitive as you can get 
with traditional artistic materials. Even the 
ASUS Eee Slate doesn’t boast that. But it is 
a joy to use.

The Samsung can also make use of 
capacitive touch, which means you are not 
limited only to the pen interface and can 
move smoothly between both while working. 
Some apps allow you to turn off the capaci-
tive touch, which means automatic palm re-
jection while sketching. And since the Note 
10.1 is using Wacom Penabled technology, 

you can upgrade from the S-Pen to any full-
sized Penabled pen from the Wacom family. 
If you are an artist looking at getting this 
tablet, I would recommend the Samsung 
Electronics Slate PC Digitizer Pen ($35 from 
amazon link: http://tinyurl.com/samsungdigi-
tizerpen

If there is anywhere my experience with 
the Note 10.1 falls short, it is the lack of 
fully functioning art apps currently on the 
Android market. This is not Samsung’s fault 
of course. Unlike iOS, it doesn’t appear that 
apps in the marketplace have evolved much 
beyond the toys for children level, but there 
are some exceptions.

The Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 comes 
bundled with Photoshop Touch, which is 
excellent for on-the-go photo editing, but for 
drawing and painting it is clunky and not a 
very good choice. For reasons of process-
ing power, image sizes are limited. Also, the 
brush options are chunky and aliased. In my 
opinion, this is not an app for sketching, but 
can be fun to edit photos in, or add cartoony 
effects to.

Other good art apps I’ve used range from 
Sketchbook Pro, Jotter, Quill, and LayerPaint. 
All have their pluses and minuses. your 
mileage may vary. Currently, I have found 
myself using Sketchbook Pro the most. It is 
easily the most “evolved” of the apps and is 
terrific for on-the-go doodling, sketching and 
painting. LayerPaint is a non-English app that 
I have very high hopes for. It appears to be in 
its first generation release but has a nice abil-
ity to handle processing power and will allow 
much larger file sizes than any other app I’ve 
yet encountered in either Android or ioS. 

Moving files between the Note 10.1 and my 
desktop has been insanely easy compared 
to the iPad. The uSB connection caused the 
device to show up immediately in Windows 
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A review of the Samsung Galaxy Note 
10.1 tablet  

When Apple debuted the iPad, no one had ever seen anything like it: a 
portable digital sketchpad. Well, at least that is how most artists saw 
it. for a long time it was the only portable device of its kind. of course 
it still lacks the one thing that many artists require: pressure sensitiv-
ity. Now some competitors have jumped in to fill this void and finally 
artists have options. Here we review three devices that, though differ-
ent from the iPad and each other, offer some alternatives.

iPad alternatives

GALAxy NoTE 10.1 
SPECS
$549 with S-Pen./ $499 USD without
 Android 4.0 GT-N8013EAVXAR with 
WiF & Bluetooth
 1.4GHz quad-core processor

•1GB of system memory and 32GB 
on-board storage memory

•10.1” touchscreen, 1280 x 800 resolu-
tion

Additional features:
•Back 5MP webcam and front 1.9MP
•uSB 2.0 port, 30-pin IF connector
•microSD card slot

by Lar de Souza
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iPad alternatives

Explorer, which meant I could simply drag 
and drop files. Directory structures and file 
names were maintained. Samsung also has 
Kies, its answer to iTunes, which allows for 
a connection over a wireless network. The 
Kies application must be launched on the 
tablet and the desktop, and then a secure IP 
address is generated for the device and you 
can log in via browser or the desktop applica-
tion. of course the Samsung Note 10.1 also 
has a mini SD card slot to make life even 
more convenient.

I had no troubles setting up a wireless con-
nection to the Canon Selphy printer (which 
prints 4x6 images) and sending files directly 
to it. This may be an option for those who 
are planning to use a tablet for live caricature 
work. Although, it’s entirely possible that “in 
the field” there may be too much interference 
with other wireless networks.

The single caveat for the S-Pen is that 
there is currently no software control to 
tweak the pressure settings. In every other 
Wacom device I’ve used, Windows or Mac, 
desktop or tablet PC, the first step is to enter 
the Wacom dialogue box in the Control Panel 
and adjust the pen setting for the individual. 
Wacom drivers allow for individuals to refine 
their grip with the tool. For example, I’m rath-
er heavy-handed and tend to press firmly on 
the pen to maintain a quality of control over 
my line quality. By adjusting the lower end of 
the pen settings I can prevent that firmness 
from accidentally drawing lines when I don’t 
want them. The S-Pen by default feels to be 
in the middle of that range, which is more 
delicate than I normally care for.

BuT I came across a hardware tweak to 
the Samsung S-Pen (and really any of the 
Wacom Penabled pens) on WonderHowTo.
com (via a link from a Phandroid.com). 

The article “How to Adjust your Samsung 

Galaxy Note’s S-Pen Sensitivity for Better 
Touch Response,” by Osas Obaiza, dem-
onstrates a simple hardware intervention to 
literally dial in your pen response. I popped 
open a spare Penabled pen from an old 
Fujitsu Lifebook, turned a tiny screw a quar-
ter turn and .... wow!  Not trusting myself, I 
even had my wife and daughter take a few 
turns scribbling around with the tweaked pen 
vs the S-Pen (not telling them which was 
which!) and they also agreed the altered 
settings were preferable. Better lines, better 
control. I did the same tweak on my new 
Samsung Electronics Slate PC Digitizer Pen 
with the same amazing results.

The big deal for me is that this adds 
enough control that I can move beyond just 
loose sketching to try to use the tablet for 
more finished pieces. 

Here’s the article link if you wish to adjust 
your own pen settings: http://tinyurl.com/
c3qkxy5

Considering the technology is brand 
spanking new, I do not begrudge the Note 
10.1 its growing pains, but I will continue to 
pursue this matter as time and opportunity 
allow. Samsung recently purchased 5% of 
Wacom’s stock, demonstrating its commit-
ment to this new technology. It’s too good 
a product to not want it to be that much 
better. The S-Pen interface is vastly superior 
to any capactive stylus interface and even 
better than the Jaja from Hex3 and Adonit 
Jot Touch (I haven’t had a chance to use the 
Pogo Connect yet). iOS can still boast much 
better art app choices, but that is something 
I expect to change as more and more visual 
artists embrace this device and begin to pes-
ter developers to get on board. At a starting 
price point which is lower than most iPads I 
expect many artists to be adding this device 
to their toolkits this year.  
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For the past few years I have been 
waiting for a digital art tool with the 
power and quality of the Samsung ATIV 
Smart PC Pro. This is a pro tool that 
is fully capable for the use of artists, 
especially artists who work outside of 
their studio. Whether in coffee shops or 
drawing for clients on the go, it has the 
functionality of a Cintiq and the power 
of a desktop computer, in a format com-
parable to an iPad. For us caricaturists, 
it’s a dream machine. It’s got the power 
of a desktop computer, Wacom pres-
sure sensitivity, and iPad-level screen 
quality and portability.
Intended to be one of the first PCs 
launched with Windows 8, it has the 
removable keyboard that turns all of the 
new generation of laptops into tablets. 
I’ve found it works best without the key-
board, which makes it look and feel like 
a taller iPad in design. It’s comparable 
to an iPad in width and depth, with a 
few added inches of height to bring the 
screen to 11.6 inches.
What sets this apart from the iPad or 
Android tablets is that it is not limited 
by the operating system to running 
apps. you can install full versions of 

Corel Painter or Photoshop. It also has 
a uSB 3.0 slot, mini SD, and HDMI 
port, so you can have full functionality 
as you would with a desktop computer. 
It comes with 4 GB of ram, a 128 SSD 
drive, and a 1.7 GHZ i5 processor.
The only product I can compare this to is 
the Modbooks, which all overheated and 
failed. After a couple months of heavy 

KEy fEATUrES  
AND BENEfiTS:
•intel Core i5-3317U processor
1.70GHz, 3MB L3 Cache
•4GB DDr3 SDrAM 
•128GB solid state drive
•802.11a/b/g/n Wireless LAN
•11.6” full HD SuperBright LED 
touchscreen display

• intel HD Graphics 4000
Additional features:
•Bluetooth 4.0
•rear 5MP HD webcam and front 
2MP HD webcam with built-in 
microphone

•MicroSD memory card reader
•1 x USB 3.0 port, 1 x headphone 
jack, microphone jack, 1 x micro 
HDMi port, 1 x docking connector

A review of the 
Samsung ATiV  
Smart PC Pro 700T 
by Jon Casey



use, I haven’t yet seen any of those 
issues with this, but only time will tell. 
one interesting note is that Samsung 
recently purchased stock in Wacom, 
which leads me to believe that it will 
continue to integrate Wacom quality 
sensitivity in its products. 
For me, this device was purchased as a 
replacement for the Cintiq 12wx. Where-
as the Cintiq 12wx’s screen is dull and 
the image is buried behind thick glass, 
the lines drawn on the Samsung pop and 
shine. The brightness and quality are 
retina level. The Cintiq required dozens 
of wires and a computer to power it, and 
it would take me up to 45 minutes to set 
up for an event. With this, I can be set up 
and drawing in under 15 minutes easily. 
unfortunately, the pressure sensitivity 
and ability to make just the right line 
with the S pen are a lot less powerful 
than the Cintiq. It is by no means a 
perfect replacement. There is some 
lag from when you make a mark to 
when it appears, and after hours of 
use, saving files can go from being 
almost instant to taking a few sec-
onds, which feels like forever in a live 
environment. 

I’ve created a few YouTube videos 
showing off the drawing capability, 
from quick sketch party work to more 
elaborate illustrations, all available 
on the Jon Casey youTube Channel 
(www.youtube.com/user/joncasey-
draws) There’s also a more lengthy 
description of the Samsung ATIV and 
plenty of photos of work I’ve done 
using it on my blog at www.BayArea-
Caricatures.com

Jon Casey attended Virginia Com-
monwealth University and received a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree with a 
minor in Art History in 2005. Now resid-
ing in the San Francisco Bay Area, he 
continues to paint, draw, and illustrate 
for client’s projects and events with his 
company Bay Area Caricatures. www.
BayAreaCaricatures.com.  
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Ativ demo videos by Jon
http://youtu.be/8WVyTJIkLaQ
http://youtu.be/ieBT80ciNwI
http://youtu.be/GxDny2v1_Z8

I have owned the ASuS EeeSlate for 
almost a year. overall, I have found it to be 
a top notch and reliable piece of hardware 
for live drawing. 

The specs:
It comes loaded with Windows 7 and runs 
full versions of any software. The SSD hard 
drive is only 64GB so you have to be selec-
tive about what software you install so that 
you don’t max out the storage. It has 4GB 
of RAM and a dual core Intel i5 processor. 
As of this writing, it has the largest screen 
size of any tablet PC at 12.1 inches diago-
nal with a native resolution of 1280 x 800. 
There are two uSB 2.0 ports, SD card slot 
and an HDMI mini port allowing for easy 
hookup to monitors or other peripherals. 
Bluetooth is built-in, but I have found it to 
not be very reliable. After an hour or two, 
the Bluetooth keyboard looses the connec-
tion and you must stop what you’re doing 
to pair the devices again. The Eee Slate 
comes with a Wacom Penabled stylus, 
which nests conveniently inside the body 
of the tablet for storage. It has 256 levels 
of pressure sensitivity, which is enough to 
get the job done. But I do hope the next 
generation of tablets improves upon that. 
The screen also has capacitive response 
so that you can use your finger. But I usu-
ally turn that feature off so that I can rest 
my hand on the screen while I draw.

Performance:
When working with art applications like 
Photoshop or Corel Painter, most tools per-
form well and quickly, as long as your file 

A review of the 
ASUS EeeSlate 
B121
by Court Jones



sizes are not too large or the brush is not 
too resource heavy. If you try to use some 
watercolor brushes in Painter or a large 
textured brush in a large file in Photoshop, 
you will definitely see a lag. The next gen-
eration of tablets really need more RAM to 
improve this situation. 
I have not yet had any crashes hap-
pen while working live, and that is quite 
remarkable. However, there are issues 
when going back and forth between 
landscape and portrait mode. often, when 
I turn the tablet orientation, the cursor’s 
registration will be off. And I mean way 
off--where a swipe of the stylus across the 
screen will make the cursor move perpen-
dicular to the direction you move. I usually 
just do a quick re-start of the OS to fix it 
when that happens.
There is a front-facing webcam, which 
works well with video Skype. The battery 
life is not great. About 3 hours of constant 
use is all you get. But this tablet is basi-
cally the same as a full-featured laptop. It 
takes power to run powerful applications. 
I always work with it plugged in so that 
performance doesn’t suffer. By default, in 
Windows 7, a PC or tablet will go into a 
power-saving operating mode when run-
ning on battery.
The Eee Slate also comes with a Blue-
tooth keyboard and a nice leather portfolio 
case which allows the tablet to stand up 
on a desk. If you draw on it, though, you 
will definitely want to get a tripod mount, 
table stand or lean it against something for 
stability.
It’s been about two years since this tablet 
was released. I do hope ASuS comes out 
soon with the next generation Eee Slate 
that has a better brain but preserves the 
current size and ports, because I definitely 
would buy that. 
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KEy fEATUrES AND BENEfiTS:

Enter for your 
chance to win!

Submit an article, cartoon or showcase item to  
EFeditor@caricature.org.  If your submission 
is printed in Exaggerated Features, you will 
be entered in the drawing at the 2013 Annual 
Convention for an Apple Store Gift Card!

Deadline for the next issue: May 20th.

Members must be in good standing at the time of submission and during the 
time of the entire annual convention to be eligible to win. Winners from previous 
years are ineligible to win again. Drawing to be conducted at the awards banquet 
from all submissions printed in the previous four issues. Printed showcase, 
panel/one-page cartoons = 1 entry. Printed full-page articles or longer articles =2 
entries, How-to articles, and two-page cartoons = 3 entries. 

An Apple Store 
Gift Card

1.33 GHz intel Core i5-470UM Pro-
cessor
4 GB DDr3 SDrAM
64GB solid state drive
802.11a/b/g/n Wireless LAN
12.1”  LED Backlight WxGA screen 
(1280x800)
Capacative and Electromagnetic 
Panel with AffS
Additional features:
Gorilla Glass

Bluetooth 3.0
front facing 2MP camera with built-
in microphone
MicroSD card reader
2 x USB 2.0 ports, 1 x HDMi mini 
port, 2 in 1 microphone/headphone 
jack
Digitizer pen which can be stored in 
tablet body
Comes with Windows 7 Utlimate or 
Professional

Court Jones has been a member of ISCA since 2000 and was the winner of the 2005 
Golden Nosey. At the 2011 convention, he was named Master Caricaturist of the Year. 
Currently, he works as a freelance illustrator specializing in caricature and regularly 
teaches courses in facial anatomy, oil painting, digital illustration and caricature at the 
Watts Atelier of the Arts in San Diego. www.courtjones.com 
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In the world of sports much is made of a 
quality called mental toughness. Physi-
cal training develops a skill set, but 

managing the pressure of competition and 
performance requires a strategy of mind.  

The art of live caricature is not a sport, but 
there is competition in it. you compete 
with yourself to stay focused on the right 
things, push through discomfort, counter 
bad habits, and ultimately try to draw 
better than you thought you could. All of 
this requires mental toughness. Dr. Jim 
Loer of the Human Performance Institute 
says that “mental toughness is all about 
improving your mind so that it’s always on 
your side; not sometimes helping you nor 

working against you as we all know it’s 
quite capable of doing.” 

Capturing a likeness requires you to 
weigh incoming visual data against your 
vast memory of other data, and interpret 
it meaningfully in a thing we call art. This 
is all achieved without your awareness 
when systems are flowing, but distractions 
happen. Sometimes a mental game plan 
is necessary to get you flowing again. In 
this article I want to describe what I see as 
my mental game plan. I do not pretend to 
be mentally tough all the time, but having 
a plan helps.  

Attitude is a tool. However cliché, it is 
absolutely true that a positive one can 

gET YOUR MENTAL gAME On 
By Paul Gaunt 

A Master Piece
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be employed for better performance. If I 
let peanut gallery offenders get under my 
skin, my attention is not in the right place. 
Mental discipline means finding a way to 
dissipate frustration. Practically no one 
intends to be offensive, and by understand-
ing context, irritation can shift to empathy. 
one time I found myself distracted by the 
voice of a woman reading aloud every 
single word of my signage. At first flattered 
by the attention, I began to suffer a Chi-
nese water torture effect. I looked over to 
discover she was reading to her friend who 
was blind. With a basic sense of compas-
sion, attention can be redirected back to 
the drawing.  
The first step in my mental process of a 
live caricature begins by being receptive 
to the subject. What is going on with the 
face? What are the interesting shapes that 
describe a theme? Like hearing a faint 
tune in the distance, if you listen, a melody 
emerges, and then becomes clear. The 
simpler the melody, the easier it is to hear. 

While holding this question in mind, I look 
at the subject in a way that avoids focus on 
any particular feature. Fixing on features 
will bias my impression. I want to take in 
the whole face at once, to look, but not too 
closely and look away. A series of quick 
glances works best for me. Looking away 
engages memory, so the question be-
comes, “What do I remember about what I 
just saw?”  An overall impression emerges. 
Mental toughness is useful to reinforce the 
impression so it does not slip away. To this 
end I mentally verbalize the impression 
with a few key words and repeat them in 
my head like a mantra. This becomes like 
the simple melody around which I hope to 
compose a song. 
Now I direct attention to that rectangular 
white paper on the easel. Here I try to look 
beyond the paper like I’m drawing on a 
wall across the room. I do this by squint-
ing my eyes to filter the view. White paper 
becomes grey through a blur of eyelashes 
and only the black marker emerges in what 
seems like the distance. In this way I block 

in the main features as the mantra encour-
ages me to push beyond my comfort zone 
in the key areas.    
With the big decisions made and a likeness 
taking shape, it is time to focus on par-
ticular features and their nuances. Here is 
where the likeness tightens up and where I 
now let my view fix on this and that feature. 
I like the saying “Aim small, miss small,” 
which I picked up from the movie “The 
Patriot.” If I aim for a broad target, I might 
miss altogether. If I shoot for a bullseye 
and miss, I will still probably hit the target.  
yet another effort of mental discipline as 
executed in my game plan is when the 
drawing is almost finished and mostly good. 
Anyone watching might think it is complete. 
I can walk across the finish line or kick it in 
for my personal best. Kicking it in means 
scouring the drawing and the subject one 
last time, and infusing one with the other 
just a little bit more.  
one aspect of mental toughness for olym-
pic athletes is overcoming performance 
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anxiety. The pressure is so acute that an 
athlete can be too nervous to perform well. 
In live caricature, with no end of opportuni-
ties to succeed, I find it is a lack of pressure, 
if anything, that handicaps my attention.  
A customer wants a drawing suitable for 
framing, so there is pressure to deliver 
that. If people are waiting in line, there 
is added urgency to be efficient, which 
heightens concentration for better drawing. 
If you work alongside other caricaturists, 
there is yet more incentive to bump up 
your game to a standard they can appreci-
ate. However, sometimes the reality is that 
no one is watching, you are sleepy, and 
your customer is a bump on a log, indif-
ferent to the notion of inspiring your better 
work. In moments like this I pull out my 
mental toughness playbook, and employ 
another trusty tool: using imagination to 
create pressure.  
I imagine the ghost of Al Hirschfeld looking 
over my shoulder, and he is assigned to 
critique. One look at my subject and he 

can tell the odds are stacked against me. 
Embarassing myself in front of Hirschfeld 
is not an option. Pressure mounts. My 
subject notices a change in me, and sits 
taller in his chair. He transforms from a 
bump on a log to the glorious person he is. 
Now I am off and running! 
Olympic legend Jesse Owens said, “It’s 
extra effort that separates a winner from 
second place. But winning takes a lot 
more than that. It starts with complete 
command of the fundamentals. Then it 
takes desire, determination, discipline, 
and self-sacrifice. And finally it takes love, 
fairness, and respect for your fellow man. 
Put all these together and even if you 
don’t win, how can you lose? 

Paul Gaunt graduated with a B.A. in fine 
arts from Indiana University in 1987. He 
has a caricature concession on the Casino 
Boardwalk of Hampton Beach, NH. He 
joined the ISCA in 2000 and won the 
Golden Nosey in 2002.  
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  cover coNteSt
The cover for the next issue will be  
chosen from Showcase entries! To  
be considered submissions must be  
in portrait orientation and meet the  
following printing requirements:

File Size: 8.25 x 10.75 inches 

Color needs to extend to the edge, but please 
note anything outside 8 x 10.5 inch area may 
be cut off when the magazine is trimmed. 

File should be at 300 dpi for the best quality

Higher consideration will be given to artwork 
not already posted online or published else-
where.

Email to EFeditor@caricature.org. 

Be sure to include your name and country in 
email.

Previous winners ineligible

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Deadline: 11:59pm CST May 20th.  

ShowcASe

Bill Murray
by Bob Lizarraga/USA

Theodore roosevelt
by Jon Casey/USA

Jimmy Stewart
by Bob East/USA
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Convention Recap • Interview with Golden Nosey 

winner, Taka Watanabe • 2012 Financials

THE CARICATURIST’S  

QUARTERLY
wInTER 2013

correctioN due to a printing error, the black outline 
was inadvertently left off of the cover drawing of our last issue. The 
error was fixed on the PDF. It was such a great drawing that I wanted 
to make sure that everyone could see it printed as the artist intended. 
Once again, our apologies to Tomo Tabata. ごめんなさい。
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The convention starts with the ice breaker and registration  
on Sunday, November 17th, 2013 and ends with the awards 
Banquet on Friday, November 22nd, 2013. 

More details inside.  See you on the beach!

Tradewinds Island Grand Resort 
St. Pete Beach, Florida

Mark your calendars for the 

22nd annual  
ISca convention
returning to the  


